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THEN

Skills Inc. started out as a small company with a big 
vision: to give people with disabilities excellent jobs 
while creating high-quality products for customers in 
aerospace and other industries. In the early days, such 
workplaces were categorized as “sheltered workshops 
for the handicapped.” 

1966
THEN

Then: 1966

Skills Inc. started out as a small company with a big vision: to give people with disabilities excellent jobs while creating high-quality products for customers in aerospace and other industries. In the early days, such workplaces were categorized as “sheltered workshops for the handicapped.”



NOW

Fifty years later, fueled by tremendous growth and a deep 
commitment to workplace inclusion, Skills Inc. thrives as a 
self-supporting nonprofit social enterprise. We employ 
people of all abilities, who work side by side in all corners 
of the company at every level. With a relentless focus on 
continuous process improvement, we pride ourselves on 
meeting our customers’ high expectations. 

“We take great pride at being the best at what we do.”
                 — Todd Dunnington, Skills Inc. CEO

www.skillsinc.com

2016NOW

Now: 2016

Fifty years later, fueled by tremendous growth and deep commitment to workplace inclusion, Skills Inc. thrives as a self-supporting nonprofit social enterprise. We employ people of all abilities, who work side by side in all corners of the company at every level. With a relentless focus on continuous process improvement, we pride ourselves on meeting our customers’ high expectations.

“We take great pride at being the best at what we do.”

— Todd Dunnington, Skills Inc. CEO



OUR FIRST HALF CENTURY OF LEADING WITH ABILITIES



Skills Inc. moves operations 

in 1973, buying a facility that 

would later expand to a 

complex of five buildings 

where our business 

solutions line is 

based based today.

Co-founder Earl Fredericks 

wins a grant from Boeing 

in 1966 and establishes 

Skills Inc. as a nonprofit 

corporation committed to 

employing people with 

disabilities.disabilities.

Going above and beyond providing jobs to 
employees, Skills Inc. helped workers get 
housing, food, clothes and counseling.

Our aerospace business expanded in the 
early 1980s with new processing lines 
and expanded painting facilities. and expanded painting facilities. We 
sharpened our focus on providing 
first-class working conditions, equipment 
and training to all employees. 

Faced with brisk demand in the early Faced with brisk demand in the early 
1990s, all of Skills Inc.’s departments ran 
second shifts. We added new aerospace 
manufacturing lines, and our workforce 
mastered sought-after skills inspecting 
and treating aluminum. We weathered one 
of many downturns in the aerospace 
industry in the mid-1990s, as we’d done industry in the mid-1990s, as we’d done 
before and would do again. 

With a $4,590 grant from the Boeing 
Employees Good Neighbor Fund, 
Fredericks rented out an old furniture 
warehouse in North Seattle, where Skills 
Inc. set up shop in 1966. Employees at 
the warehouse developed the expertise to 
manufacture and assemble small airplane 
parts that met Boeingparts that met Boeing’s high quality 
standards. 

Skills Inc. sought to broaden the 
company’s customer base beyond 
Boeing to ensure a steady flow of 
contracts for a growing workforce, 
regardless of the ups and downs in the 
aerospace industry. At one point in the 
1970s, we produced kettle stands for the 
Salvation Army and Salvation Army and repaired tennis 
racquets and guitars for the Seattle 
School District. 

THE VISION FOR SKILLS INC. TRACES BACK TO CO-FOUNDER EARL 
FREDERICKS, WHO SPENT TIME QUARANTINED WITH A DREADED 
DISEASE. FIRLAND TUBERCULOSIS SANITARIUM RAN A “SHELTERED 
WORKSHOP” WHERE PATIENTS MADE ARTS AND CRAFTS FOR SALE 
AND WORKED IN A PRECISION MACHINE SHOP. ONCE CURED AND 
DISCHARGED FROM THE SANITARIUM, FREDERICKS SET OUT TO GIVE 
PEOPLE RECUPERATING FROM TB AND OTHERS WITH DISABILITIES 
MORE OPPOMORE OPPORTUNITIES TO GAIN SKILLS AND EARN A GOOD LIVING.

THE 1960s THE 1970s

The vision for Skills inc. traces back to co-founder Earl Fredericks, who spent time quarantined with a dreaded disease. Firland Tuberculosis Sanitarium ran a “sheltered workshop” where patients made arts and craft for sale and worked in a precision machine shop. Once cured and discharged from the sanitarium, Freder-

icks set out to give people recuperating from TB and others with disabilities more opportunities to gain skills and earn a good living. With a $4,590 grant from the Boeing Employees Good Neighbor Fund, Fredericks rented out an old furniture warehouse in North Seattle, where Skills Inc. set up shop in 1966. Employees at 

the warehouse developed the expertise to manufacture and assemble small airplane parts that met Boeing’s high quality standards.

Skills Inc. sought to broaden the company’s customer base beyond Boeing to ensure a steady flow of contracts for a growing workforce, regardless of the ups and downs in the aerospace industry. At one point in the 1970s, we produced kettle stands for the Salvation Army and repaired tennis racquets and guitars for the 

Seattle School District. Going above and beyond providing jobs to employees, Skills Inc. helped workers get housing, food, clothes and counseling.

Our aerospace business expanded in the early 1980s with new processing lines and expanded painting facilities. We sharpened our focus on providing first-class working conditions, equipment and training to all employees. Faced with brisk demand in the early 1990s, all of Skills Inc.’s departments ran second shifts. We 

added new aerospace manufacturing lines, and our workforce mastered sought-after skills inspecting and treating aluminum. We weathered one of many downturns in the aerospace industry in the mid-1990s, as we’d done before and would do again.

The 1960s: Co-founder Earl Fredericks wins a grant from Boeing in 1966 and establishes Skills Inc. as a nonprofit corporation committed to employing people with disabilities.
The 1970s: Skills Inc. moves operations in 1973, buying a facility that would later expand to a complex of five buildings where our business solutions line is based today.



“Our most valuable resource is our employees, our people. 

They’re so capable, they’re so resourceful, they’re so smart, 

they’re so innovative.”

  — GAIL GILBERTSON, 
         Director of Information Technology

We embarked on a major expansion of 
our aerospace business in 1999 by 
adding a new facility in Auburn, 
Washington—the location where our 
largest finish line and corporate 
headquarters are based today. Then a 
downturn in the aerospace industry 
in the early 2000s foin the early 2000s forced us to scale back 
our workforce by more than 25%. To 
survive, Skills Inc. briefly produced 
high-style metal furniture, lighting and 
other home accessories.

Two new lines of business opened in the 
late 1990s, allowing Skills Inc. to recruit and 
train employees for a wider variety of jobs. 
Our technical services workforce started 
out providing logistical support to 
Microsoft’s hardware division and has 
evolved to include engineers, software 
developers, accessibility and usability developers, accessibility and usability 
testers and other IT specialists. Our 
business solutions employees do 
packaging, labeling, collating and other 
work for companies that need to outsource 
high-volume, quick-turnaround projects.

“It makes you feel good to see someone gain knowledge 

and realize their potential that will benefit them now 

and in the future.”

  — MIKE BAKER, 
     longtime Skills Inc. employee 

Two new lines of business 

launch in the late 1990s: 

technical services and 

business solutions. A new 

aerospace facility opens 

in Auburn.

In 1981, we add our first 

pre-treatment lines aimed at 

making aluminum more 

resistant to corrosion and 

later expand our 

painting facilities.  

THE 1980s THE 1990s

Two new lines of business opened in the late 1990s, allowing Skills Inc. to recruit and train employees for a wider variety of jobs. Our technical services workforce started out providing logistical support to Microsoft’s hardware division and has evolved to include engineers, software developers, accessibility and suability 

testers and other IT specialists. Our business solutions employees do packaging, labeling, collating and other work for companies that need to outsource high-volume, quick-turnaround projects. 

We embarked on a major expansion of our aerospace business in 1999 by adding a new facility in Auburn, Washington — the location where our largest finish line and corporate headquarter are based today. Then a downturn in the aerospace industry in the early 2000s forced us to scale back our workforce by more than 

25%. To survive, Skills Inc. briefly produced high-style metal furniture, lighting and other home accessories.

“It makes you feel good to see someone gain knowledge and realize their potential that will benefit them now and in the future.” — Mike Baker, longtime Skills Inc. employee

“Our most valuable resource is our employees, our people. They’re so capable, they’re so resourceful, they’re so smart, they’re so innovative.” —  Gail Gilbertson, Director of Information Technology

The 1980s: In 1981, we add our first pre-treatment lines aimed at making aluminum more resistant to corrosion and later expand our painting facilities.

The 1990s: Two new lines of business launch in the late 1990s: technical services and business solutions. A new aerospace facility opens in Auburn.



“We compete with the best of them. We don’t take a 

backseat to anybody. We figured out a long time ago, 

if we’re going to thrive, we’ve got to stay ahead of the 

curve — and we do.”

   — MAC PARK, 
          Chairman, Skills Inc. Board of Directors

In 2008, the Governor’s Committee on 
Employment and Disability Issues honored 
Skills Inc. as Washington State’s Large 
Nonprofit Employer of the Year. Like many 
businesses, we faced great challenges 
during the late 2000s because of the Great 
Recession. But we were able to recover, 
rebuild and grebuild and grow as we entered a new 
decade. 

By 2011, Skills Inc. employed nearly 500 
people — more than double the size of 
our workforce a decade earlier. We served 
another 200 individuals through vocational 
programs and services, as well as 
surpassed $30 million in revenue. A year 
later, we opened a second facility in 
Auburn with state-of-the-art 
manufacturing capabilities.

As we enter our sixth decade, Skills 
Inc. is a strong business, with more 
than 675 employees and revenues 
exceeding $53 million. The company 
may look and sound different today 
than it did back in 1966, but our 
philosophy remains the same: that 
everyone has a right to work, everyone everyone has a right to work, everyone 
can work, and everyone has abilities.

Moving our manufacturing business to 
the new “Auburn South” facility paved the 
way for major upgrades to our finish line 
at “Auburn North.” Year by year, we’ve 
continued to invest in products, 
processes, capabilities and our people. 
That’s created value for customers, 
long-term stable employment for our long-term stable employment for our 
workforce and a competitive advantage 
for each of our lines of business.

Skills Inc. begins training the 

next generation of aerospace 

workers through a new 

Aerospace Internship Program 

for high school youth. 

A second aerospace facility 

in Auburn opens, and 

Skills grows from 380 to 

more than 675 employees 

by mid-decade.

THE 2000s THE 2010s

In 2008, the Governor’s Committee on Employment and Disability Issues honored Skills Inc. as Washington State’s Large Nonprofit Employer of the Year. Like many businesses, we faced great challenges during the late 2000s because of the Great Recession. But we were able to recover, rebuild and grow as we entered a new 
decade. By 2011, Skills Inc. employed nearly 500 people — more than double the size of our workforce a decade earlier. We served another 200 individuals through vocational programs and services, as well as surpassed $30 million in revenue. A year later, we opened a second facility in Auburn with state-of-the-art manufacturing 
capabilities. Moving our manufacturing business to the new “Auburn South” facility paved the way for major upgrades to our finish line at “Auburn North.” Year by year, we’ve continued to invest in products, processes, capabilities and our people. That’s created value for customers, long-term stable employment for our workforce and a 
competitive advantage for each of our lines of business. As we enter our sixth decade, Skills Inc. is a strong business, with more than 675 employees and revenues exceeding $53 million. The company may look and sound different today than it did back in 1966, but our philosophy remains the same: that everyone has a right to work, 
everyone can work, and everyone has abilities.

“We compete with the best of them. We don’t take a backseat to anybody. We figured out a long time ago, if we’re going to thrive, we’ve got to stay ahead of the curve 

— and we do.” — Mac Park, Chairman, Skills Inc. Board of Directors

The 2000s: Skills Inc. begins training the next generation of aerospace workers through a new Aerospace Internship Program for high school youth.

The 2010s: A second aerospace facility in Auburn opens, and Skills grows from 380 to more than 675 employees by mid-decade.



The mission: Through responsible management and solid corporate partnerships, we create and maintain a stable, rewarding place of work where persons with disabilities contribute their skills.

Celebrating 50 years

www.skillsinc.com

Corporate Headquarters: 715 30th Street NE

Auburn, WA 98002

Auburn South: 425 C Street NW

Auburn, WA 98001. By appointment only.

Seattle/Ballard: 800 NW 46th Street

Seattle, WA 98107


